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INTRODUCTION
II Peter has been a very controversial
use the term,
century,

To

'has been', t ake s us as far back as the second

for we discover

sceptical

epistle.

that the early church fathers were

of its value and authenticity

and some have claimed

th1J_tit came near not being a part of the New Testamsn t canon.
We do know that it
canonized.
SCholars

was one of the last if not the last to be

Its slow acceptance

by the early church has made

ouestion
it in more detail than if it has been read"
.

ily accepted.
Thotlgh the writer
Apostle

of the epistle claims to be the

Peter, he has not convinced

his claim is true.

scholars

and Scott cannot feel the epistle
nal evidence,

to be authentic.

Goodspeed
The exter-

and the internal evidence, which is more con-

substantiates

the second cent ur-y,
scholars

such as Moffatt,

as to its date, places it later than the time

of the apostles,
vincing,

the fact of its later date, possibly
In holding

to its early date, some

such as Zahn and Spitta have had to surrender

authenticity

that

s choLar , Zahn, 111''111 agree with

The German

his claim, but more recent

all of the scholars

the

of I Peter.

It seems that upon about every point of interest
the epistle,

there is disagreement.
iii

in

The epistle is reputed

in

to have been wri t t en to the CrlJ'i
stians in Asia Minor, to
Jewish Christians

in Palestine and to Christians

There exists a close relationship
of tTude and

II Peter.

used which?

Was Jude incorporated

second epistle

in general.

between

the epistle

The question which we face is, wh lch
into the middle of the

or was the second chapter of II Peter used by

Jude?
Some scholars have placed the writing
fore I Peter which adds e. curious slant.
Petrlne

authorship

The main purpose
to warn his readers
coming

place it nearly a century later.
of the writer seems to be his desire

that their scepticIsm about the second

them to

hold to the faith even though false teachers

may come among them.
revealing

his patience

The Lord, by his not coming, is only
and long suffering~

You wi1l note that the

cerning

while those

is causing moral lethargy and no good can come of it.

He urges

rather

Most who claim

place it shortly afterwards,

who claim it pseudonymous,

of II Peter be-

an introduction
this epistle.

authorities

study 1s not a commentary

but

to the problems that have arisen conWe have endeavored

to use the best

we could find who voiced their opinions, gained

through much study, in regards to their views.
A word of appreciation

is due Prof. S. Marion Smith

who has been very patient and belpful in his suggestions.

iv

CHAPTER I
DATE

The exact date at which our author wrote II Peter is
very

difficult

if not

have been suggested,
of all scholars

impossible to determine.

but no one has proved to the satisfaction

that any certa:in date is absolutel-y correct.

The dates given vary from A. D. 60 to A. D. 175.
these two dates,
written

during

Zahn, Weiss,

In be twe en

there is a suggestion that possibly

it was

the first quarter of the second century.

The group of schola1"8 Viho are favorable
its composition

Several dates

to the date of

as being around A. D. 60 are such men as Bigg,

Spitta, Dods and Lenski.

Bigg is of the opinion

that if we tlcompare II Peter impartially with the rest of the
New Testament,
century

will be easier to place it in the first

Ol"'to the fall of Jerusalem

indicate

the author..
shortly

the possibility

to
is

was written before A. D. 70."1
To place the writing

would

Since it makes no allusion

than in the second.

persecutions
that it

it

of II Peter around A. D. 60,

that these men feel that the Apostle Peter is

'When the author

states in I: 14, "knowing

I must put off this my tabernacle,"

the Apostle

that

it is felt that

Peter is stating that he is an aged man.

JL Charles Bigg, The Epistles of st. Peter & st. Jude
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1901), p. 244.
I

2

other arguments
epistle

was written

are a1reR.dvln

which are given to prove that the

around A. D. 60 are: many letters

existence;

the feeling

Christ has not returned
Christians

are dying.

of Pa'l11

of disappointmen t that

and many of the first generation

2

Spitta holds the view that the Apostle Peter wrote
the Epistle

late in his life to Jewish Christians

both he and Paul had written

to whom

letters which have not been pre-

served. 3
Zahn gives
was beheaded

us the information

that the Apostle Peter

in Rome A. D. 64 and then states,

Taking everything into conslderation, and assuming
that II Peter is genuine, we may date it somewhere between 60 and 63.4
Weiss
place

and Kuhl are not quite so specific

the writing

of the epistle between A. D. 60 and A. D. 63.

They make the assertion
where between

before

A. D. 70.

of Paul.

Peter seems to feel quite responsi-

indicate

to them.

If

that this came at a point after

5

2F• H. Chase, Dictionary
Ed. (New York:

it must have been

though Paul may have written

that be so, it would

any-

Kuhl does feel that

on the fall of Jerusalem,

ble to his readers

the death

that it might have been written

A. D. 60 and A. D. 70.

since it is silent
written

as some who

Charles

Scribner's

of the Biblez James Hastings,
Sons, 1901), Vol. III, p. 798.

3Ibid•

4Theodor Zahn, Introduction to the New Testament
II, (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1909), p. 210 fr.
5C' na se,

it
_o...,P_.
_c_.

Vol.

3

Lenski,
around

a modern

scholar,

agrees

that the date is

A. D. 60.

The knowledge regarding Paul's letters, which is
ascirbed to Peter's readers, advances the time of composi tiont; say to somewher-e in the neighborhood
of the
year 60.

written

Dods is of the opinion

that if the first epistle

shortly

death,

been written
both

Peter's

near the same time.

There
the epistle

are a few scholars

around

century.

during

of the Lord before
of Christians.

things

continue

were

Fowler
earlier

years

Mayor

the writing

the passing

"Since

of

of

say, the first

the epistle

may

of the f'Lr-s t century.
against

the promised

away of the first gener-

the fathers

fell asleep,

Mayor asks,

if Peter himself

the writing

later,

thinks

argument

as they were."

ment have been used,
evangelists

that place

the last decade

In 3: 4, we have the skeptical

ation

This places

A. D. 100 or a little

of the second

have been written

coming

the second must have

A. D. 60.7

around

quarter

before

was

"Could

all

this argu-

and John and the other

still living?H8

says that II Peter probably
of the second

belongs

to the

century.9

6R• C. H. Lenski, The Interpretation
of the Epistles
of st. Pe tel"st st. John and st. Jude ,'( C·o:':'';''l':;;''U.'':'m~b-u'':s':::_
a::"::'n"';;"";;B"':
Concern, 1938), p. 244.
(London:
Second
p.

7Marcus
Hodder

Dods, An Introduction
to the New Testament
and stoughton, 1901), p. 208.

8Joseph B. Mayor, The Epistle of St. Jude and the
Epistle of st. Peter (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1907),

126.

Testament

9Harry T. Fowler,
(New York: The

The History and Liters.ture of' the New
Macmillan Co., 1934), p. 428.

4
Wand makes the assertion
all the Petrine writings

that II Peter is later than

and must have been written

as early as the first quarter

of the second century.

at least
10

By far, the larger number of scholars place the date
of II Peter
century.

in the second century and near the middle

By placing

of the

the date of the epistle at the beginning

of the cen tury or near the middle of the cen t ur-y, we must assign its authorship
There is
which would

8.

to someone other than the Apostle Peter.
considerable

lead one to believe

in the second century.
tllre places
century

amount of external

that the epistle was written

It seems that early Christian

it in the second century.

is one of the first to mention

in doubt as to its authenticity.
not mention
its language
commented

it

litera-

Origen in the third
it and he is apparently

Clement of Alexandria

though there may be some possible

and thought

evldence

in his writings.

does

echoes of

If he knew it and

on it, it must have been written by A. D. 175-180.

There are a fev: doubtful

echoes also in the epistle

Churches

of Vienne and Lyons

Dialogue

(c. 155).

of the

(17'?), and in Justin Martyr's

If Justin Martyr had knowledge

of it, it

cannot be dated later than A. D. 150.11
There were several pieces of literature

written

in

10J• W. C. Wand, The General Epistles of st. Peter and
st. Jude, (London: Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1934), p. 143.
llA. H. IvlcNeile,An Introduction to the StUd~ of the
New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1927), p. 23 •

5

the first and second century to which the name of Peter was
attached.
wrote

Sanday has suggested that possibly the same author

the Apocalypse

of Peter' and the second epistle of Peter.

Whe the 1" that be true or not, one wa s Li.keLy dependen t upon the
other and the supposi.tion is that the apocalyptic
pendent

upon the epistle.

There is the possibility

may have been composed by tWJ different
school of t.ncugrrt

work was dethat they

authors of the same

and at about the same time.

Foakes-Jackson

says,

Probably it (II Peter) first appeared in company with
the so-called Apocalypse of Peter, a second century work
\>vithwhich it has many points of resemblance.12
Another
writing
Josephus

is its supposed connection with the Antiquities
of .A..•

coincidences

D. 93.

of

It is claimed that there are a number of

of language

Though
doubtful,

bit of extern.al evidence as to the date of its

and style in the two writings.

the connection with the Antiquities

the one with Jude is unmistakable.

hold to the Petrine authorship
Peter earlier

than Jude.

the following

reasons:

may be

Those who wish to

of II Peter, try to make II

This is rather difficult

to do for

Passages in Jude which are simple and straightforward
are elaborated in II Peter.
If the writer
of Jude was the borrower, why did he
make such full use of a single passage of II Peter, ignoring the Christian appeal in the rest of the epistle?
That a single passage in II Peter bearing on the heretics
should have been based on practically the whole of Jude
1210•. J. Foalces-Jackscn & B. T. Smi th, .fA Brief
Biblical Histor_y (New York: George H. Doran Co., 1923'), p. 225.

6

is quite natural.
The sentence in Jude about Michael disputing with the
devil (v. 9) appears in II Peter 2: 11 in a vague form
which requires the other passage to explain it.
In Jude (v. 13), the 'blackness of darkness' is
reserved for the wandering stars, a na t ur-a L and sui table
conception; in II Peter 2: 1'7, t he picture is much less
suitable, the 'blackness of darkness I being reserved for
the heretics who are likened to wells and mists.
If Jude (v. 10) is compared with II Peter 2: 12, it
will be seen that Chase is justified in saying: All the
expressions in Jude have something corresponding to them
in-II Peter, and it is a~nost impossible to conceive that
the ill compacted and artificial sentence of the latter
should have been the original of the terse, orderly, and
natural sentences of the former. 13
'I'hedate of Jude enters into the picture,
not likely written
cannot antedate
decades

in the first century.

A. D. 100 and probably

is to be dated several

are quite certain that the epistle belongs

to a period when libertine
of false teaching

Gnosticism was a heresy.

is just beginning

of the first century.
these trouble-makers
15
them in II Peter.

13
McNeile,

This type

to appear toward the close

Not until a generation

or more later do

seem to have atta:tned the prominence

The timB of the epistlels writing

York:

Enslin says, "Jude

later. ,,14
Scholars

Harper

for Jude was

is considered

given

uncer-

OPe ci~., p. 237.

14Morton Scott Enslin, Christian Beginnings (New York:
Brothers Publishers, 1938), p. 341.
15
E. F. Scott, The Gospel and Its Tributaries (New
Charles Scribner's Sons, 193n), p. 201.
&

7

tain because
dates.

the latter itself does not give us any clear

Some feel that the allusion to Paul's epistles puts

it in the

second century.

Hoffatt says that,

Paul's epistles are apparently viewed as the subject
of varied interpretations and even of serious misunderstandings.
Furthermore, they are ranked on a level with
the other scriptures, i. e., the Old Testament primarily;
and evidently a collection of them is presupposed for the
reference of 3: 15 can hardly be conf f.ne d to Roman s or
Ephesians or Thessalonians or Galatians much less Hebrews
or some Pauline letter ria longer extant.
This allusion
to a collection of Pauline epistles is therefore an anachronism which forms an indubitable watermark of the second
century. 16
After giving us several indications

of the late date

of the epistle Enslin says, "Pernap s most impressive
the matter

- of - fact reference

of all 1s

to the letters of Paul. ,,17

Even as our beloved brother Paul also according to the
wisdom given unto him hath written unto you; as also in
all his epistles, speaking in them of these things; in
which are some things hard to understand, wh Lch they that
are unlearned and unstable wrest, as they do also the
other scriptures, unto their own destruction.18
Scott makes the suggestion that when the 'fathers' is
referred

to as in 3: 4:, the author is referring

of the church.

The author tbus confesses

to the founders

that he belongs

to a

later generation. 19
Enslin follows

the same line when he says,

16 James Moffatt, An Introduction to the Literature of
the New Testament, (New Yorl{: Charles Scrloner I s Sons, 19l~
p.

363-364.
1'7

18

Enslin,

OPe

cit., p, 341.

II Peter 3: 15, 16.
P. Scott, The Gospel and Its Tributarie_~,

p. 228.

OPe

cit.,

8

By his quotation

of his opponents' word,

'from the

day that the fathers fell asleep,' he reveals that the
first generation has long since passed.
Again, the
d
mention of the Iholy prophetso •••• the Lord ..•.• an the

apostles,' the great source of authority for Christian
truth and practice in the second and20third century
church, points in the same direction.
The apostles

and early Christians

entertained

a hope

of Christ's early appearance, but this is not expressed by
the author of II peter.
God or of the Lo~
Davidson

Instead,

speaks of the day of

he

3: 10, 12, which he considers as near.

says,

This unapostolic idea shoWS a late time, excludes the
millennium of the Apocalypse, and involves the abandonment of expectations connected with the destruction of
Jerusalem. The conception and phraseology belong to the
second

century.2l

There are many evidences that II peter is the latest
book in the New Testament. Clogg lists several, two of which
have already

been mentioned~

FIrst generation Christians had died. The reference to
the Apostle's death might imply that the author knew the
Fourth Gospel. The way in which the author has incorporated Jude in hiS worle clearly makes it later than that
epistle, and that again puts it in the second' cell~ury. It
remaIned almost unknown till the fourth century."
Julicher giveS an interesting note on the lateness of
the epistle.

The idea expressed in 1: 4, that we should become par-

------------------------------------.---------------------------------li n ,
.t!;ns

20~".

cit
£E.:--

P

0
'·

341
•

21samuel Davidson, Introduction to the s.!:cudy
of the New
Testament, (London: Longman", Green, & Co., VOl: II, 1882), p.
457.
22 • B. Clogg, An Introduction to the New Testament
(London: un
F iver sity of t"ondOOpre ss, "LfO., 1949), p , 1'72, l'73.

9

takers
of the divine
nature
and escape f'r-om corruption,
bears
such obvious mar-ks of a theological
system influenced
by Hellenistic
ideas,
that we can only ascribe
the enistle
to an ecclesiastical
theologian
of very late
date.23
Another

interesting

note

given

by Julicher

is

this,

The assiduity
with which tbe Pseudo- Peter here carries
out the fiction
is an evidence
of the fact
that
II
Peter
was c ornpo se d in a later
period
of pseudonymous
ecclesiastical
lite~ature
than were the epistles
of Jude,
James, and I peter.24
ji.1offa tt
Peter

give s us a li s t of men who believed

was written

around

Bleek,

Mangold,

Jacoby

and Bruckner.

was the
is

date

suggested

Renan,

are

A. D. 150:
S. Davidson,

that

such men as Hilgenfeld,
Ualtzmann,

von Soden,

A few who be.l.Leved tha t around

Hamsay', Simcox,

by Semler,

Keim,

and Strachan.

Sabatier,

Several

scholars

of more recent

l"oa1\:es- Jackson,

Moffatt,

Chase,

Scott

and Peake

suggest

150.

Barnett

the

date

date

and I-Iarnack.25

such
Clogg,

was written

A. D. 130

A later

Pfleiderer

Goodspeed,

epistle

II

as Barnett,
Julicher,

around

Case,

A. D.

says,

The considerable
body of
II Peter
shows acquaintance
plici t in the
allusion
it
a date around the middle of

Christian
literature
with which
and the hd s t or Lca L situation
irncontains
po I n t rathe~
clearly
to
the second century.
6

23 Adolf Julicher,
An Introduction
to the New Testament
P. vVard, New York: 1:L Fe Pu1nam's Sons, 1904),
p,

(Tr. Janet
2~1O.

24Ibid.,
Testament,

I'Ileanine;.
--",
p.< <;5r70
,.... •

p.

240.

25lV!offatt,
An Introduction
OPe
cit.,
p, 36'7.

tD the

Literature

of the

New

26Albert
E. Barnett,
The New Testament
Its Making and
(New York:, Nashvi.lle:
Abingdon -Coke sbury Pres s , 1946),

19

Scott is of the opinion that lIits true date cannot be
fixed with any certainty,

but it may be assigned to some time

about A. D. 150.,,27

27

Scott, OPe cit.,

p. 228.

CHAPTER II
AUTHORSHIP
It is impossible
either

to speak with any certainty

the date or the authorsl1ip of this letter.

beginning,

and these are represented
of critics equally

Two men who greatly
New Testament
placed

able and sincere.
influenced

canon were Athanasius

it had been a disputed

opinion

and

today in the differing

the formatlon

and Augustine.

II peter in the canon without mentioning

Carthage

From the

there have been doubts as to its genuineness

canonicity,
judgments

as to

of the
They

the fact that

In 397 when the Council of

book.

met, it was placed in the canon.
that II peter was authentiC,

Jerome was of the

for he wrote,

He (peter) wrote two epistles, which are called
catholiC; the second of which is denied by very many
because of th8 difference in style between it and the
1
first epistle.
By the middle of the third century, Origen is holding
the view that the Apostle peter is the author of II Peter.
However,

he recognizes

the fact that it is a debatable

states,
Peter left one acknowledged epi~tle;
also a second, for it is disputed.

issue.

Origen

¥e

w

let there be

IS. A. Cartledge, A Conservative Introd~<?tion to the
Testament (Grand Rapids: zondervan puliIishing House,

941),

p,

169.

2Ibid•

11

12
Another

of the early fathers was a certain Firmilian,

who in a letter

to Cyprian wrote,

••••• the blessed apostles, peter and
P8.ul,•••.• who in
3
their letters condemned the heretics.
According

to the

writer of II Peter, I Peter is a

Pe t r tne
" "r·
,{ ~t·lng.
, This second epistle, beloved, I. now write unto you; in 4
Doth which I stir up your pure minds by way of remembrance.
The traditional
were written

view is that both I Peter and II Peter

by the Apostle peter.

that I Peter is authentic

Some scholars hold the view

Others reverse
..e ere
the view and say' that II peter is authentic but not I 'p t
The epistle

but not II Peter.

itself explicitly

and insistently

claims

to have been written by Peter the Apostle, who makes a number
of autobiographical
of Jesus Christ.

references.

He announces

that the Lord has revealed
the putting

,Jesus Christ
or visits

be an apostle

IISimon Peter, a servant and an apostle

Jesus Christ.1I5

that

He claims to

of

that his de a t h is irrmlinentand

that fact to him.

fl8ince I know

off of my body will be soon, as our Lord

showed me. 116

to his readers.

He suggests that he has paid a visit
"For we did not follow

cleverly

de-

vised myths when we made known to you the power and c omf.ng of
our- Lord Jesus Christ,

but we were eye-witnesses

HThat you should remember

the predictions

of his majesty. 11'7

of the holy prophets

and the com..mandment s of the Lord and Saviour through your
4 II peter 3: 1.
6Ibid.,

-

1.: 14.

5

II

'7 Ibid., 1: 16.

-

peter 1: 1.

13
apostles.u8

He

transfiguration.
nesses

of his

Paul.

IISO

gives his personal reminiscences
1: 16 - 1: 18.

majesty.!l9

!I •••••

but we were eyewit-

He claims acquaintance

wisdom given him. ,,10 He claims to have written

another

epistle.

written

to you."ll
To the casual reader, these references

"This is now the second letter that I have

that the Apostle

that the Apostle
believes

with st.

that our be10v0d brother Paul wrote to you accord-

ing to the

c cnv i nc t.ng

of the

are quite

is actually the author.

Bigg feels

Peter wrote the epistle and states what he

to be the facts.
II Peter is older than Jude.
II Peter belongs

to the same school of ecclesiastical

thought as I peter.
II peter contains no word, idea or fact which does not
belong to the apostolic age. Traces of the second century
are absent at those points where they might have been confidently expected to occur.
The style differs from that of I Peter in some respects
but in others, notably in verbal iteri~ion and in the dis-'
creet use of Apocrypha, resembles it.
The scholar w11.ofavors the Petrine authorship
epistle

will try to minimize

the differences

between

for Hils
the two.

They may say thelt II peter reflects the rugged diction
of the apostle himself, while I Peter was freely composed
by an amanuensis, 8i1 vanus , under Peter's supervis ion.
These scholars point out certaln similarities between the
two epistles: both manifest a fondness for the plural of
abstract nouns, and there is notic~able in each the habit
of presenting both the negative and positive aspect of a

-

8rbid.,

-

llIbid.,

3: 2.

3: 1.

_-

9Ibid., 1: 16.
12 Bigg,

10~.,

3: 15.

£E. ci ~., p. 242.

14
thought.
These men furthermore interpret the doubts
entertained in the Early ChuI'ch concerning the authorsh~p of II ~eter as evidence ~f the strictness which was
malntained In refusing to admIt as canonical any writing
that was not defini'tely apostolic. 1.)
2ahn surrenders
Apostle

Peter wrote

II

I

peter to Silvanus

and holds

that the

peter.

So long as men started with the assumption that I Peter
a doc umen t actually composed by the apostle and that II
Peter purports to be intended for a circle of readers
sirollar to tha.t a.ddressed in I peter, then the great diversity of the two epistles in thought and language could not
but be strong evidence agalnst the genuineness of II Peter
But this evidence is destroyed, since both the above-men- •
tioned ass1J1uptions have been shown to be erroneous.
It is
obviously intelligible that peter, in a letter addressed to
tr. Gentile Churches of Asia Winor, whLc h Sil:ranus wrote by
hd.s 1ecommission and in his name,
would speak 3.11 a way ("1ifferent from that in which he speaks in a letter of his own
composition addressed to Churches of Jewish Christi;;;lns who
owed their Christianity to him and his associates. 14 '
is

Though
View that
Eusebius

n:

several

Peter was authentiC,

placed

Testament

of the ea.rly Church Fathers

studied

with other canonical

,

Jude, and II & III

books.

even though

Press

,

John a.s Hciisputed, nevertheless

13 • B. warfield, The 1NestmiE_ster Dict1.
B
edited
by John D. D~aa:elP1iia:
TeWes
1944),

4'74«

p.

14Chase,

,£J). cl ~.,

15Barnett,

.£Eo

it was

He places II Peter with

onar

l2.ible,

He says

is recogni~ed llas genuine and
ulS
by the elders of olden time.
He was of the

that II Peter was not canonical

t
ci_.,

r-

813.
p,

267.

it.

in his New

epistles

opinion

James

epistles

they were being read in many churchese

only one of the petrine
acknowledged

there were some who doubted

all seven of the catholiC

because

held the

of the
ma n e er

15
f.aml' I'
lar t 0

writings

th e maJorl
'. t y.'.,16

under

as genuine,

He declares,

"that of all the

the name of Peter he recognizes

only one epistle

1. e, , I Peter. H17

Irenaeus

also doubts the authenticity

says on one occasion,

of II Petere

"Peter says in his epistle. ,,18 He is no

doub t lnfer'ring that Peter wrote only one epistle.
Church Pathers
no acquaintance

were Tertullian

with the epistle.

quo t a t Lon s from II Peter

"concise

Two other

and Cyprian who seem to have

In t he wri tins of CLemen t of Alexandrla,

acquainted

He

and nothing to indicate that he was

with the epistle,
explanations

there are no

except in his "Outlines" he gave

of all the canonical Scriptures,tI includ-

ing such IIdisputedfl wr-LtLng s as "Jude and the remainlng
Catholic

Epistles,

and the Epistle

of Barnabas,

and the

A.pocalypse known as Peter' s,,,19
Another

view which was held by some is that the Apostle

Peter wrote both of the Epistles but that different

amanuenses

were emp Loy ed ,

Jerome, who was an early Church Fa thar seemed

to be satisfied

with this answer.

Moffatt says that,

The discrepancies'of
language and thought are too well
marked to allow of both hom1lies coming from the same
anthor.20
16
Barnett,

o.p. ci t.,

r-

268.

17 James Moffatt, 'rhe General Epistles
Doubleday, Doran &:: Co,, Inc., 1928), p. 175.
cit., p. 268.

(New York:

19Ibid•

l8Barnett,

OPe

20Moffatt,

The General Epistles,

OPe

cit., p. 174.
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The doubts about the authorship
entertained

which were so widely

in the early Church revived again at the time of

the ReformatIon.

A large number of sch.olars have definitely

set aside

the ascription

(1516) in

Dl.S

,

.

studies

hot have written

of the epistle to Peter.

came to the conclusion

Hebrews,

Erasmus

"that Paul could

nor peter II peter, and that it was
2l

John the Elder, not the apostle, that wrote II and III John. a
John Calvin was not certain of the author'.
But since it is not quite evident as to the author
I shall allo'w myself the libx~ty of using the word Peter
or Apostle indiscriminately.2

------------------------------2lBdgar J. Goodspeed,
(Chicago:

University

The F'or~ion
of___!'£le
New Testament
of Chicago Press, l~~P'
T5o."

22Cart1edge, oE- cit., p. 173.
23 j' th
c
Peake fA critical Intr..£~tion to the New
dr
ur IJ.
'
ib'
sene
1912
Testament (New York: Charle~ Scr ner s 0."
•
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siderable.
Apostolic

No New Testament writing makes more definite
claims for itself than II Peter, and no other is

so lacking

in the attestation

of mention, quotation,

tl:rroughout the second century.
example

of pS9udepigraphlc

or echo,

This epistle is one

material

that we know the New

It was the established custom of the
Testament contains.
period to publish one's views under the name of some venerated
but departed
author

hero of the faith.

Barnett feels that the

of II Peter thus uses the name of the Apostle.

Like other writers of pseudepigraphic works of the
second century the author used peter's name to commend
his message because he felt Peter would so have expressed
himself had he raced the se problems wh.l ch were confronting the church. 24:
Moffatt feels that

peter's name was also used for

prestige.
The author's object was to controvert the dangerous
teachers of his age, and he does so by appealing to the
prestige of pet~~ as the representative of the primitive,
orthodox

fai tho

Wand says,
On every ground, whether of internal or external evidence, we are forced to conclude
that our epistle was
not written by the Apostle peter.
It probably be Lons;s to
the ggypt of the first
quarter ;>f.the second :e~tury;
and
was written to circumvent the Cnr~stlan Gnost~c~sm that
was soon developed into a specific system by Basilides.
'rhe document thus provid~s u~ wit~ the one c1esr example
6
of pseudepigraphi C matel' LsL t ha t M have in bhe N. T. 2

----------------------------------------------------24 Barnett,

_-

op. cit., p. 269.

25lV[offatt,General Epis!:~,
Wand,

26

Ope

cit., r-

Ope

143, 144.

r-

.•cl..!.,

1748
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Appa.r-errt.Ly

the using of another man's name was not un-

Common or thought unethical.
The literary device was recognized in those days. It
was a development of a method which allowed an historian
to compose speeches for characters in his narrative, and
an author evidently felt no scruples about adopting this
li terary device in order to win a hearing for, c cun seLs
which he felt to be both timely and inspired.2~
No one seems to know the name of

the real author for,

The real author of any such work had to keep himself
altogether out of sight, and its entry upon circulation had
to be surrounded with a certain mystery, in order that the
strangeness of its appearance at a more or less considerable interval after the putative author's death might be
concealed. 28
rJ:hereis some d cmb t

8.S

to whether or not this document

would ever have found a place in the sacred canon had it not
been a t t r-Lb ut.ed to the Apostle Peter.
attached

Even though his name was

it came near not being canonized.

"No New 'Testament

wri tlng won so limited and hasita ting a r-ecogn t tion. ,,29
The writer seems to be over-anxious
with the Apostle Peter.
creating

suspicion.

of the life of

to identify himself

His over anxiety has the tendency of

Instead of bringing

in incidental memories

Jesus, he makes a point of bri.nging in the story

of the transfiguration

and the prophecy of his death.

To main-

tain the t'ron t. that the author is wrlting in the first century,
he is careful
concerning

in verse 2: 1 and 3: 17 to speak prophetically

the false teachers of the second century.

In 3: 15

--------------------,------'-----------_
27
IHoffatt, General E12istles, £E. cit., p. 174.
28Moffatt, An Introduction
Testament, ~. cit., p. 369.
29Moffatt,

to the Literature

General Epistles.
op
~......

c4t .,

p.

_

..

of the New

175 •
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he places

himself

along side of Paul because the name of

Peter and Paul were common to the first century Christians.
The first verse of chapter three tells us that Peter had already wri tten one epis t Le ,

Julicher says,

This writer, in short, constructs his fiction methodically: he is anxious from the first about the success of
his enterprise; but this only shows that the public had
already learned not to accept indiscriminately all that
was offered to it under an Apostolic title, and that mere
correctness of contents was no longer- considered sufficient.30
Though
his readers

the au~thor has tried in many vmys to convince

t ha t

he is the Apostle Peter, he is certainly not

the Peter we know.
nor

"He

is not the bluff fisherman

of Galilee,

the Spirit-posse s sed preacher of Acts, nor the courageous

theologian

of the first epistle,M ae someone has sald.

It is not likely that during the lifetime

of Peter

the hope of the Second Coming should have given place to scepticism.

Peake reminds

ness of the external
it is expressed

us that the suspicions
evidence

created by the late-

and the dubiousness

with which

were confirmed by the internal evidence.

The

epistle brings before us a time when through long delay the hope
of

the Second Coming had grown faint.

'There were mockers

say-

ing,
Where is the promise of his coming? POI', from the day
that the fathers fell asleep, all th:tngs.,.rontinueas they
were from the beginning of the creation.o
It hardly

seems possible that during

-_ _---------..

°ao Julicher,

OPe

3111 Peter 3: 4.

cit., p, 240, 241.

Peter's lifetime,

20
people

were

speaking

of the Fathers

in

about

whom the writer

of c our s e be impossible

If the author
that

b~ does

There

certainly

teachings
saying.
the

2· 20
y

him to receive

of II Peter

reproduce

was the

much of his
something

Ii direct

quotation

position,

10 Matt.

out

Peter

from Christ

found

experienced

credi t for

Master's

teaching.

of all

our Lord's
author

would have
sayings

in tl:Jis Epistle

some high

it. 32

1.8 strange
i·t .

Apostle,

upon wna t this

Only one of the

12: 45 is

it would

had written,

would have a bearing

strengthened

of the

Lord as

and that

moments with

was

his

is

in

Master,

•

bu t no reference
Hesurrection,
pose

for

'would be

that

author's

found
.....

not

If he were one

such a mocking way.

that

an'd thus

in

the EpIstle

is

8nd the Exaltation.
the

the

author
reason

made to the
'It

is only

knew nothing
for

their

of these
,,33
absence.

Passion,
natural

events

the
to

sup-

as experience

Chase says,
The silence
as to the Hesurr~ction
is the crucial
point.
The Apostle s were e sseD tial~J
Wl tnes se s ,to the. f\es'lu'rec t Lon ,
(l'11eResurrection
waS the
f1.nal proof o~ t~e Div:l.ne mission
of the Lord, the
fO'l1ndation. of the Chr1.stl.an faith.
But
in this
epistle,
when the wr1.ter (1: 16) ~18.S occasion
to
appeal
to the guaran tee of the truth
of Ius teaching
as to
'the DOwer and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ',
the Resurrecti~n
is ignored,
and the APostoli~4witness
to Christ
is
made to rest~on
the Transfiguration.~
other

points
the

of' II

Peter

facts

caUse doubt
that

as to the

none of peter's

authentici

ty

companions

are

9.1"'e

--32

which

Peake,

33Chase,

T __

~D.

--°E'

---~·-.,-

ci t. , p.

98, 99.

c 1_!. , p. 810.

-

34Ibid.,

p. 812.
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mentioned
ing.
people

and no personal

A cloud
to

surrounds

whom he wri tes

fEhere is a crreat

greetings
the

or messages

identity

of the

and the place
deal

are

author

forthcomand the

from whl c11 he writes.

of evidence

against

the

authenti-

f._)

city

of II peter.

a wri ting
ternal

Though the

of the

against

,Apostle

it

cannot

epistle

peter,

tenaciously

the evidence,

be denied.

claims

internal

Davidson

to be
and ex-

says,

'1.1he only conclusion,
it is believed
which is Ln accordance
with the evidence,
external
and internal,
is that
II Peter
is not the wcr-k of the Apostle,
but i~ a document
wh l ch must be assigned
to the second cent1J.ry.30

--------.--------------.---------------35
ti
t
Davidson,

~E!,

Ope

cit.,

p.

Introduc

459

on

the
0

-

!3t_udyof the
-

New m.le""ta~

CIIAPT~ERIII
TO 'NHOh1 WRITTEN

II

churches,

Peter was written

to some church, or group of

or to Chris tians in general.

that the people

Some scholar's hold

to whom it was written were the Jewish

Christians

of Palestine;

others say t.ha t the recipients

were

Christians

of Asia Minor and lastly some hold that it was writ-

ten to no pa r-t LcuLar' group but to Christians in gen er-aL,
Spitta

sa.ys, Hste Peter wrote the Epistle late in his

life to Jewish Christians"
dressed

to whom both Paul and he had ad-

letters which have not been preserved."l

the same general

2ahn takes

line as Spitta, but is somewhat more precise

and circumstantial

in his reconstruction

of the history.

Be

believes

that Peter has stood for

8_

relation

to the persons receiving

this letter, which relation

he feels himself

under obligation

t.hr ough instructions

treatise

designed

na Int.af.nuntil his death

to

by letter, and after his death through a

especially

for them.

rnissionary to this group of people.
ing to Zahn, that ministered
Christians

long time in an official

Peter may have been a

There are others, accord-

to them and they were Jewish

in Palestine.

The letter is a hortatory

writing of Peter's to a large

---- -_---_._---------------------------lCha.se,

OPe

cit., p. 798.
22
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group ?f ch~.ches, who owed their Christianity to the
preach~ng 01 peter and other men from among the twelve
apostles and the personal disciples of Jesus. From
this it folloVls that the readers were, for the most
part, if not altogether, Jewish Christians, and that
~hey are to be sought in Palestine and the regions adJoining.2
When Zahn speaks of the
quite

specific

and north-west

regions

adjoining,1I he is

lI

that he does not mean the territory north
of Antioch.

peter is supposed to have done
At the close of his life ,
most of his preaching in palestine.
he d Ld journey to Rome but the 1 arger par t 0f his ministry was
..L

Another

suggestion

Christians
to ·tn'.
e Jewlsh
- .

0f

is that the lost letter

of paul's as found in 3: 15, may have

been directed

a es lne.
pIt'

along with II peter to the churches

Tyre , an d DamascUs.
.
3
Some who are convinced
him writing
Christians

either

that peter is the author have

to the Christians

of Asia Minor.

in Ptolemais,

of Palestine

or the

Chase" in a. further view,

says,

st. Peter addressed the epistle ,to churches! mainly
Jewish, in palestine and in the adJacent distr~cts, but
not north and northwest of the syrian .Antioch.
Asia Minor has been listed as a possible
for this second epistle

of peter.

Fowler

destination

says,

1'11ewriter seems to be addre ssing the same Christians
as those to whom I peter was d~!,ected, so t.ha'tthis epistle,
like I and II Timothy and possl.oly Jude a~so,
was designed
0
for the Christians of western Asia Minor.

----------------------'----Ibid., p.
2Z..Iahn,
4Chase,

or-

3

ci_E..,p. 208 •

£p. cit., p. 798.

-

5Fowler,

_._-_._----

209.

op. cit., p. 428.
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The original
mine.

V ery many agree that the second epistle was written

the same people
Apostle
p-,t
_ c;

readers of the epistle are hard to deter-

as the first.

to

Also, it is thought that the

Paul had written a previous letter to these people.

er may have been muong them and preached to them, thus

making

his letter more appreciated by them.

Davidson

says as

to these original readers,
We are to look for the original readers in Asia Minor
where the churches were undoubtedly composed both of
'
Gentiles and Jews, but of' the former in larger proportions. 6
Asia Minor, as the destination
attention
Written

of Bigg.

He will not concede that it might have been

to the church at large.

Asia Minor,

of II peter, holds the

Referring to the inhabitants

of

he says, "If not to them then we do not know to

Whom they were written. ,,7
Several scholars are agreed that II Peter is addressed
to Greek-speaking
Epistles

communities

and with I peter.

acquainted with the Pauline

Some say tbe communities

have been

eVangelized

by peter, while others say that they have been

eVangelized

by a group of apostles which did not include Peter.

It

seems that these people were troubled by false teachers

Similar

to those referred

the seven churches

to in the letter in the Apocalypse

in Asia Minor.

Bennett is of the opinion

1
id
I.'n
Introduction to the New Testament
uamue DaV' son, 1:1
:5
Longmans & sons, Vol. III, 185 "), p. 96.

6("1

(London:

to

7Bigg,

Ope

cit., p. 238.
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8

that II Peter was probably cir·culated in Asia Minor.
Lenski is one who believes
letter possess

one of Paul's letters and are also acquainted

with several others.
Lenski

thinks.

thinks,

the recipients of the

These people are Gentile Christians

His argument revolves around the fact, so he

that we kn ow

en o ug h of Paul t s history to knew that

he never wrote to a gr-oup
of Jewish Christians.
.t
people

so

are the same to whom Peter

If these

and Paul wrote we must con-

clude they must have been Gentile Christians.9
In

II Peter 1:1, we read, !ftothem that have obtained

like precious

faith with us through the righteousness

and our Saviour

Jesus Christ.

that this verse was addressed

T!

of God

It is difficult to believe
to Chrjstians in any specific

place.

Goodspeed

puts it emphaUcally-vrhenhe st at es, "The

epistle

is an encyclical,

addressed to Christians generally. 1110

Those who believe

that Peter personally ministered

to those to whom the letter is addressed, have, of course, a
group

of chur che s in mind.

the Petrine
it to

authorship

be a pastoral

Barnett

Others, scholars who cannot accept

or the localizing of the letter, believe

letter for Christendom in general.

says,
8

Epistles
9

W. H. Bennett, (Ed.) Henry Frowde The General
(The New Century Bible, New York) p. 68.

Lenski, 0'0. cit., p. 243.
10
Edgar J. Goodspeed, A History of Early Christian
Literature
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1930, p , 350.
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There are no indications in the epistle that the
author had a local church or a particular group of
churches in mind. Nor did a relationship of genuinely
personal acquaintance exist between author and readers.
Moffatt describes as simply "literary drapery" statements that appear to presuppose such acquaintance, as
1: 12, 16; 3: 1, 2, 8, 14 and 17. Heretical trends such
as the epistle condemned, affected the church generally
and were not confined to any given locality. The wri~!r~
message was intended for Christendom in its entirety.
There are some who believe that I Peter is also general in its destination.

strac~an says,

The epistle is written to a wide class of Christian
readers who are not recent converts 1: 12. I Peter also
is general In its destination.
II PetsI' may well be
addressed to the same localities as I Peter, although to
a later gxnera tion of Christians 1 under different c Lr-cumstances.1w
There are so many views about who received the epistle,
that the reader is left a bit confused.

A modern scholar gives

his view as follows~
In the strictest sense of the term, II Peter is a
catholic epistle, addressed to Christendom in general;
it may be defined as a homily thrown into epi~tolD.ry guise,
or a pastoral letter of warning and appeal. 0
Moffatt

disagrees with Strachan when he says,

TJnlike I Peter, it 1s directed to no church or group
of churches; the references in 1: 12 and 3: 1 belong to
the literary drapery of the writing, and there is an
entire absence of any p ersona I re11~ion between the
wri ter and the church or chur-chsS
6

11

Barnett,

OPe

-

ci t., p. 269, 270e

12

R. H. Strachan, The Expositor's Greek Testament
3:d.
by W. Robertson Nicoll Vol. V., (New York: Hodder & stoughton,
(ri , d.)

p,

114, 115.

13]\i[offatt,
An.IntrodDction
New Testament, OPe cit., p. 368
14Ibid•

-

to the Literature

of the
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Moffatt
recipients

also disagrees with Lenaki who believes

of II Peter were Gentile

Christians.

the

Moffatt

says,

No evidence points to Gentile mu~h less to Jewish
Christians
as tl1D audience specially
in the wri tor's mind. 15
The larger majority
ion that it is a general
of reviving
return

of recent scholars are of the opin-

epistle "written with the special aim

the old confidence
The

of Christ.nl6

f

ee

in the visible

and immediate

ng was wa esprea
. at, since
1i
°d
d th

not
Christ

had not come, he would not come and this notion was
Case states ,
confined to one church or grotlP of churches.
Although tlds document is ca~t in the form of a letter,
it is not addressed to any partlcular congregation.
'I'he
danger which it soeIes to checlc is n?t confined to one or
two churches, but is felt b y the wr~ter to be more widespread.
Hence, he addresses himselr generally to all who
have espoused the precious faith of Chri~tendom.
We cannot now de termine the specific congl~egat:Lons that he had
in mindel?

----

-co~;"'b

15Ibid•
I6r<'

(New YOrk:"

'"cot The Literature of _!he Ne.w Testament
t
us UhTiTers it y p;:;e s S , 193:2"), p, 22S. --The tobin.don Bible ..Q9!lllI16ntar;z:, (New York,

v:~~~g

0

17
Nashville:

n

~n-

'0

es ury press, "1929),

pp.

1345-1346.
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CHAPTERIV

The Epistle
commonly studled
the
of
feel

of II
together.

two epistles.
,Tude is
that

Peter

the

other.

there

is

is

is

Peter'

c or-r-e s pond s to

the

who favors

priority

that

the

Christian

Epistle

of

Churches

that

in II
in

2:

Jude is

Epistle

addressed

Peter.

Peter,

greater

while

part

others

as to wh l ch is
that

we have

of Jude.

of the

the

between

lTude.

agreement
1-3 :4,

of J'ude are

much similarity

a disagreement

Epistle

as II

is
feel

reproduced

a general

In II

the

There

reproduced

Though there
in date,

and the Epistle

Some scholars

actually
II

Peter

earlier

one borrowed
the

Zahn is
of II
to the

passage

which

one of the
Peter

from

scholars

and he feels

same Jewish

lIe says,

If Peter,
who died in the year 64, toward the end of
his life
predicted
to the same Christian
Churches to
whLch Jude is addressed,
that teachers
of an immoral type
of Christiani
ty, and persons with whom he had become
acquainted
outside
their
circle,
who scoffed
at the promise of the parousia,
would appear among them; and if
Jude be lieved,
sub seq uen t to the fall
of Jerusalem,
that
this
prediction
was fulfilled
in the creeping
in of dangerous men, whose theory and practice
were alike vicious,
in
whom were to be discerned
the essential
features
of the
prophetic
description
of II Peter,
- he could say that this
had been written
concerning
them long ago, and that their
coming had been foretold
to the readers
by the lips
of
apostles.
As sumf.ng the
year 75 as the approximate
date
for the composition
of Judo, - s i.nc e a date much later
is
made possible
by the little
we know of the author's
life
history,
- a period
of from ten to fifteen
years had
elapsed
since Peter had written
II Peter to the same
28

---
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1

churches.
Zahn is of the firm opinion that Jude knew and prized
II Peter

as an apostolic

parts

of l-ll'S
letter.

being

obscure

His thought

writing and made it the basis of

ne

_.ln~(S 0
,1.1
thO 1
f t~e

ry

S

yeo·
.e er as
t 1
f II P t

and clumsy while Jude is clearer and better.

is that Jude has improved upon the style

of II

con t'lnues b y say i ng,
If II peter is genuine, it clearly cannot be dependen t upon Jude; for, in the first place, Jude did not
write until after the year 70, i. e. after Peter's death'
and, in the second place, in rcpr.~.nting
as a pr.dictiO~,
the appearance 8.n10ngthe readers of false teachers, t he
writer of II peter would necessarily have indicated clearly the difference
between the historical
present!:}tion in
his source anel his own prophetiC representation,

Peter.

~a~n
Z··
1

There may be a question about which epistle
but both

8Distles

came first

are a denunciatiOJ:1of the errors and cor-

£

ruptions

which had arisen

among thOse to whOmthe epistles

stevens is of the belief that II feter is a
were ad dressed.
paraphrase
of Jude and not a mere reproduction.
Also he brings
out the idea that there is no logical structure to either one
3

of the epistles.
The Epistle
in Commonthat
the other.

of Jude and II peter

it is

quite

peake says,

ssfe

2-3:4 have so much

to say that

one copied from

"In the judgment of most scholars,

-_._-------------------1" h

l,a n , .2.p.

C

it
.x:>

p•

255.

p. 265-266•
3 • B. stevens, The 'rheoIO~f of the New Te~tampnt (New
G
York: Charles
scribner's-Sons,
19~ , p. 312.
2 Ibid.,

-
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Jude is the original
makes

from which II Peter borrowed. !f4

~_ ~ s a emen wen
a 84ml'lDr t t
t 11

Jude's vigorous

h

e says,

letter was written,

A

"

generation

Goodspeed
after

it was taken over almost

word f or word into what we know as II peter." 5

peake argues

Peter were the earlier, why did Jude only use the
that if II
section on the false teachers?
Vifhenyou place the two epistles
side

h~e

it is much easier to see why II Peter should

bv
.d
.y
sle,

uaed

Jude than Jude using II peter. 6

J-ulicher is another

scholar who believes

that II Peter

upon Jude. He says,
is dependent
Chapter 2 is a complete reproduction of Jude 3-18. The
fact that Jude in verse 18 mentions as an Apostolic
prophecy words which might be identified with II Peter

?:

3, might seem to favour the priority of the latter; but

In reality

this is only bro~ht
forward in Jude as a
prophecy universally known.
Julicher is quite convinced of the priority of Jude
and

says,
The fact seems to me to weigh heavily against

the prior-

ity of II peter, that while Jude openly speaks of the
heretics

as of an existing danger, the author of II Peter

~ried to maintain the fiction that he is ,?ere1:'K
prophesy1Dg future events, but betrays the ~rea11ty 01 his at~it~e by constantly slipping back fr~ the future of vva
d: 1 f., into the present and even into the past tenseB.

---

4 peake,

on. ci t.,
,;;...Jo..--

p-

96.

•
\,dgar J. Goodspeed, !. Ilistorlfof Early Christian
&1 tera t_ure (Chicago: un ivers ity of ChIcago pre ss, 1942 ), p. 349.
6 Peake,

op. ci1., p , 96.

7 Julicher,
8Ibid•

£Pe cit~, p. 237.
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There

is some significance

in the fact that II Peter

_

_ in speaking of false teachers while
tense
J.epresent tense. <Tude regards the false t eache r-s
Jude uses t1
C:J
a rea y arrived, whi e II peter regards their appearas havin~
1
d
'I
ance an
. the future as a sign of the near approach of Christ.
Uses the futurA

doubts

\iVand

that II peter caD maintain the future ten

see

He

says,
,But in point of fact, I~ peter does not consistently
S
ma In t.aLn the future tense ~n speaking of th e false teacher
It, is quite likely
that he had adopted a role of prOPhecy •
whi ch he cannot sus tain. 9The following

are a list of arguments

in favor of the

priori ty of ~Tude as Wand lists them.
If Jude republ.ished a large section of a Petrine letter
wi th the sole purpose of bringing to remembrance the
teaching of the Apostle, it is at least odd that he does
not mention st. peter by name.
There is a general lacl{ of probab i1i ty about the theory
that a late writer would abbreviate an earlier.
The general tendenoy
would be to expansion.

==

Jt1de is much the fresher writing, it is less reflective
;nore urg 8 nt, more spontan eOuS.
r-ushe s straight
into '
nis controversy, while II peter has a long introduction.
The really
conclusive argument is that whOre both writers
have a reference to apocalyptiC lit0rat~re, it is Jude who
evidently
has direct knowledge, ~Jhl1e II Peter o~lY half
realizes
the point of the quotatlon.
Thus Jude In v. g,
shows that h~knowS the .tory of Michael's contest with
Sa tan
wher-e a s II pe tor 2: 11 in apparen t :\gnoran ce of it
speak~ vs,"uely of 'angels',
and blurs the point of the
'rai1inp
:t dignities.'
SimilarlY! the 'great sW011ing
words' ~f J'ude 16 are prob ably a di ~ect quOta ~i o~ from
Assumption of Moses 7: 9, while II 1 etar 2: 15 g i ves in
'great
swelling wordS of vanity' an unnecessary expansion.
It is evident that Jude would not have gotten back to the

-----

,-------"-----------------

9wand,

~---OPe

cit., p. 132.
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original
Both
to be having
writers.

from

II

epistles
quite

Peter.

10

were dealing

a following.

In writing

of II Peter,

with heresy
This

which seemed

was disturbing

to both

Scott says,

In a broad sen se , the motive of t.he Epistle 18 doubtless the same as that of the companion Epistle of Jude.
The danger from heresy
had become still
graver than when
,Tuc1? w~otll and his warnings a r-e repeated
1;'\;1
th a new
ernpnaslS.
-

10 I-'b'lC.,
'1

p.o.1"'3

lIe,0CO tt , 'I'he Literattl!I'e
p.

227.

of

the

New 'I'es t amen t ,

OPe

cit. ,

---

CHAprrER V
RELATION TO I PETER
Of the two epistles attributed to the Apo st.Le Peter,
the first

is the larger.

difference
bulary,

There seems to be a great deal of

in the two epistles.

They differ in style, voca-

use of the Old 'I'e st.amen'tand in doctrine.

est difference

will be found in the style.

to say about the difference

The great-

Chase has this

I

It must be said briefly that the two documents are in
complete contrast in reference to literary style.l
The difference
Davidson
fresh,

in style is quite marked so that

speaks of the style of the first epistle as 'being

lively, periodic;

that of the latter as being flat,

()

cold heavy.

G

n

Chase makes another remark about the style and

says that,
The style of I Peter is simple and natural, without a
trace of self-conscious effort. The style of II Peter
is rhetorical and laboured, IDa;J;ked
by a love for striking and startling expressions.0
.
Moffatt

also

thinks of II Peter as being more

laboured. and difficul t to understand
Peter.

At times, the thought is difficult

says about

to follow.

Moffatt

this,

l°h
v
ase, ~~., 't
OPe

when compared wl th I

2Davidson,
cit., p. 432.
7..

vChase,

OPe

p. 813 •

An Introduction
cit., p. 813.
33

to the New Testamentz Vol. III
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b
II peter
is more periodic
and ambitious
than I Peter
but it~ linguistic
and stylistic
efforts
~ly
reveal
•
y t he Lr- cumbrous obscurity
a decided inferiority
of
;~nc;pt ion. which marks it off from I peter.
Nei the I'
~ ~~c
no: matter
can be called
simple.
It is not alto"stner
Wl thOut
eloquence,
but the eloquence
is e Labor=
a~ecand
often artificial,
OS in the octave
of virtues
~. v-8:
In many pallsages tbO thought is too subtle
to
e e8s11y

followed.

Most scholars
v

are

-

ar-e agreed

t ha t

the style

They may not be agreed that

diff'erent-

and language

the

authors

they try to explain

dift' eren t, and . so t
saying
that
different

amanuenses were used.

are

it by

Lake says on

this issue,
_ The style
and language differ
greatly
from that of
I_ Peter;
this argument may, however, fairly
be met by
the suggestion
that it is improbable
that he wrote
Greek with ease, and that he may have used a variety

of amanuenses•5
Speaking
•

of authorshiP,

two epistles

Brook is

can be ~itten

one who cannot

by the

same author.

see
He

how +-he
argues th a t ,
The style,
language
so widely
different
tha
?nce in sub jed
matter
ldentity
of authOrship
Moffatt
ship

cannot

alSO hOlds

and to~e of the two epistles
are
t , mak,n~ all allowance
for differs
and of. Clrcum e
of composition
seems lropossibl •

=s=

thO view that

be maintained.

He addS the

-----------------------An Introduction

4Moffatt,

Testament,
5Kirsop~
(New

Peake,

~York:

identity

of author-

view thB- t the

to _j;_heLiterature

second

of the

£12.! "}11.,
Lake,

p. 3b'4.
An Introduction

~ & Bros.,
Harp·er

-

to
0•

the

New Testament

6R. Brook, A comm~iary
®- the_~ble,
Edited by A. S.
(New York: 'fho
Ne son and Sons, ad.,
1912), p , 913.
lllas

'
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epistle

is quite dependent

the difference
authorship.

upon the first epistle.

F'or him

in style is an argtunent against identical
He says that,

Early in the church, the differences of style between
II Pe ter and I Peter led many to suape ct that the former
was not written by the author of the latter. The differences of style and diction are exactly those which denote
an individual writer, who is composing his work with I
P~ter, if7not with the Petrine speeches in Acts, before
h:1.8 mind.
In another book Moffatt states his views a little more
strongly.
him.

Different

amanuenses

do not settle the problem for

He asserts,
The Greek style is totally unlike that of l<'irstPeter;
so is the tone of the manifesto.
And the differences of
language cannot be explained by the supposition that
Peter used two different amanuenses or dictated the two
letters r-oughLy to different secretaries.
Second Peter
stands by itself in its florid, Hellenistic vein. The
discrepancies of language and thought are too well-marked
to allow of both homilies coming from the same author.
The author of Second Peter has First Peter before him, as
well as the tract of Judas; but he writes with much less
ease and lucidity.8
Wand is also quite strong in his assertion that the

two epistles

are different.

He states that,

The two epistles indeed show a contrast at nearly every
point.
The polished style of the first is replaced by the
artificial piece of rhetoric which is the second. Even
Silvanus, says McNeile somewhat sardonically, could not
have made I Peter out of this. The thought is equally different.
I Peter is tae epistle of hope; II Peter 1s the
epistle of knowledge.'
7

Moffatt, An Introduction
Testament, Ope cit., p. 364.
8

Moffatt,

9wand,

Ope

to the Literature

The General Epistles,
cit., p. 143.

OPe

of the New

cit., p. 174.
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~rhe similarities
b,'umber.

between the two epistles

The form and substance are one place where the great-

ty is shown.
di S sll1ulari
. .

est

are few in

Julicher

says of the point

in

(-iuest lon,
.
. That the two epistles
have some points in common, goes
'IN). thout
saying,
WIlenwe consider the acquaintance of the
one with the other, but nevertheless
they are as far ren;o;ved from one another both in form and substance as say
heorsws from Galatians•lO
'
.,
As

to s t yle Julicher writes,
'rhe st:\tle of II Peter, which is quite different
in
vocabulary from the First Epistle,
is marked by a certain
turgidity
which offers the strongest contrast to the
fluency of I peter; the writer tries to write elegantly,
but is in reality
very lar from faultless
in the construc1
tion of his sentences•
Bigg, who favors

is keen to disco~r
es.
He feels
ene
is in the matter

the authenticity

of the second epistle,

the likebosses
that

and to minimize the differone place in whichthB two epistlos
agree

of verbal

repetition.

He says,

The habIt of verbal repetition
is quite as strongly
marked in the First Epistle a. in the second.
This is a
~ttcr
of highimportan£~'
It forms a striking
link between the two Epistles.
other scholars have criticized
second epistle
t

because

a llphold him and feel

of his grandiose
that

He states

the author
style

his weak points

that,

of the

but Bigg is prone

have been over-

-------------------~--------

eXao'g era
(::>

0-

ted.

10 J'u1ich ,
er

.,;;.£....P.;;.._c_~.'

p. 236.

11Ib i d, , p , 237•

_-

12

,

Bigg

£Po

ci~.,

p. 227.
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There is a certain dignity in the style of I Peter,
stress of excitement, might easily become
grandiose, and even .9. 1it tle t nconer-ent., Both these traits
may be discerned inl~I Peter, though they have been absurdl y exaggerated.

wrrl ch under

Mayor

says,

There can be no douo t that the style of I Peter is,
on the whole, clearer and simpler than that of II Peter',
but there is not that chasm between them which some
would try to make out. As regards grammatical similarity, he sums up the results of a most learned discussion
as follows: As to the use of the article, they resemble
one another more than they resemble any other book of the
New 'I'e st amen t , Both use the genitive absolute correctly ..
rr'hereis no great difference in their use of the cases or
of the verbs, except that I Peter freely employs the articular infinitive, which is not found in II Peter. The
accusative with the infinitive is found in both. '1'h
accumula t f.on of preposi tions is also common to both. 41
A difference
noticed

by recent

noticed

:i.t

while

in style is not something that has been

scholars

alone.

Some of the Church Pathers

others, if they noticed it, said nothing about

it.
Jerome noticed a diversity of style between the two
Epistles, but it does not appear thatl~usebius, Origen,
or Clement had raised this objection.
Davidson

has listed several differences

style which are of significance.

The following

in

diction and

are four of the

group which he lists.
(a) The epistle is distinguished by a poverty of
language, which is shown in drawling and tedious repetitioDR.
Thus the preposition
'by' with the ge n Lt.Lve occurs three
times in 1: 3, 4. rrheword 'de at.r-uc
t Lcn' is three times
in 2: 7, 8.

13Bigg,

_o~p_.__ C_l_·_t., p. 229.

14S,tr8c.an,
h

op, cit., p. 107.

15Blgg,

cit., p. 229.

Ope
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(b) Different words are employed to denote" the
second coming.
'I'he second epistle hasJ{If(JDvtrlo..
while
the fir'st has ~7r61ft:fJ...V'fIS.
(c)
The Christian religion is differently designated.
In the first we find 'hope', 'gracel, 'the truth', and
'the gospel of God'. The second has, 'the way of truth',
'the way of righteousnessl
and 'the commandment of the
apostles. '

(d) 'rhe epi s t Le s differ in citing from the Old eres tamont,
which the first makes much more use then the
second. 6

0i

As has been mentioned,

the second epistle makes very

little use of the Old Testament.
presslons

Very few Old Testament ex-

are used and It is not formally quoted.

of I Peter is more familiar
it more often.

The author

with the Old Testament and uses

One author states,

I Peter sometimes refers to the Old Testament as when
he speaks of Noah and Sarah, repeatedly quotes it, and
constantly uses wo r-d.sand phrases which easily remind the
reader of their biblical origin. On the other hand,
though II Peter often refers to the Old Testament, appealing to it for the instances of judgment and the method of
creation, he can hardly be s~1d to quote it, and his allusions are not so numerous.
The contrast
the two epistles
only mentions

is worthy of note.

'I'he writer of II

Prayer is not mentioned.

resurrection

lywitnesses.
as though

thought and feeling between
Peter

one crisis out of the life of Christ, which is

the transfiguration.
made of the

in devotional

No mention is

to which the apostles were essential-

'I'he se things were mentioned

they were an essential

in the first epistle

part of the Christian message.18

---------------------------------------------------------------.--------16
ment,

OPe

Davidson, Introduction
cit., p. 459,460,461.

17
Bigg,

OPe

cit., p. 229.

to the Study of tre New _Testa18
Strachan, op~ ci!., p.108.
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The difference

in style between

may be great but the difference
even greater.

the two epistles

in doctrinal teaching appear's

Chase says,

There Is a richness of devout t houg h t , a vital apprehension of the great facts and truths which are characteristic of Christianity, in r Peter, for whf.ch we search in
vain in II Peter.
The thought of Christ's sufferings,
c cn sLde r-ed as the supreme example and as redeeming acts
dealing with all the needs of men, the thought of Christ
raised and exalted by the Father, the thought of the
present personal relation of Christians ~o Christ's work
and to Christ himself, dominate the one EJ;listle;they are
pas sed over in the second. 19
Wand mentions

some differences

in content which will

add to the chasm which already exists.
While II Peter is concerned with what, for want of a
better word, we have called deification, with the ladder
of virtues,
and w it h the blazing end of this worldorder, I Peter is filled with thoughts of baptism, of
the true Israel, of the need for faithful and hopeful
en.durance.While
I Peter emphasizes the Passion, the
Descent into Hell, the Resurrection, and the Ascension,
the points on which II Peter lays emphasis are the Trans ..
figuration and the Parousia.20
In I Peter when the
it is regarded
is attributed
be voicing
second,
who mock

time of "the end"

as very near.

is

mentioned,

In the second epistle, the delay

to the long sur rer-Jng

of God.

The author may

his own hope in the first epistle, while in the

the author seems to be answering the jibes of those
the f act of the second coming of

Christ.21

------------------------------.--------------------------------------19

Chase,

20wand,

21

OPe
OPe

ci t.,
cit.,

p. 813.
p,

143.

Chase, Ope cit., p. 813.

CHAPTEHVI
TI-TFFAITH
The exhortation
is

begun

to hold

fast

to

the

faith

received

by a reference

to Simon Peter,

A better

reading

name Simon w oul.d be Simeon,

original

Hebrew form

only

in

M. R.

Acts

of

15:

the

14,

of

the

name.

and its

the reputed

Simeon is

use here

used

author.
the

of Peter

may be intentional.

Jame s says,
The presence
of the name Simeon in this passage is
one of the few features
which make for the genuineness
of
the epistle.
It does not occur in the spurious
Petrine
wr-Lt in g s , and may be a true reminiscence
of a
hab it of the apostle.
1

Some think

that

pha s Lze the
who received
for

this

the

between

places,

of

to

HIn Judaism,

f'ieial

the

lWand,

nor

is

the

built

second

two epithets

the

used

to em-

and also

of those

on a rather

slim basis,

epistle

makes any dis-

ItservantT!

and "apostletl

impressiveness

"servant!'

put

deputation

of the writer,
rrhis

of the

Rom. 1:

employed

here

Jew and Gentile.

to heighten

combination

letter.
first

The use
seI've

the name is

Hebrew character

n e Lthe r' the

tinction

form of

and "a po s t.Le'

1 and Titus

1:

the

on the

term

of the

writer

1.

"apostle"

p.

liThe term

146.

40

occur

with

his

to designate

or community

The

in two other

'servant'

same level

was used

f'r om one church
op_ ci t.,

only

address.

is

here

reader8.,,2
an of-

to another.

ang was apparen tly tatcen over by the primi ti ve
rrh
- is mean'
.uI'ch and the word was applied
ChI'_"
J. stian Ch
sen t

out

officially.H3

The

"pe
the

to missionaries

author.

word
II

~ v

ll

ell1p-as

h i
apo!'l·l-le
was a representative
lI

ze s

th'

e lmportance

of

sent out by JesUS Christ •

he introduction
seems to mean an attitude
of mind
.'a:i.thl!in t
This att" J.. tude of mind is not something they have deserved
•
but

it has been given

as a faVor of God•.4

is something which all men can
are on a coa~on ground of
POssess_ b ecause Jews and Gentiles
made so by J-esus Christ.
The author is desirous
e quality
Ills readers may have a greater knowledge of God and of
that'
.
The lmowledge which he speaks of is a
Jes Us our L
. or-d ,
, religiOUS knowledge.
This knowledge involves a
practical
OWSlllP
with God. Tile challenge of a possible
fellowship
:flell
.
. 0
lS one of the things tllat make Christian
endeavor
VVitb G d .
This

common faith

Wo rthwhile.5

Righteousness
and knowledge indicate two es~entlal
aspects
of the new religion.
It owes its origln to a
course of procedure on the part of G?d and CJ;rist by
which forgiveneSs
and rei-nstatement In the dlvine favor
1.'ave been made possible for m~nki~d." Also the rel1gaous life of tbS redeemed ""n a s d>stlpguished by experience of continuOUS growth in til' comprehension and
fellowship
of both God and Christ.
one thus has an
especially
i~timate knowledge of tllings dIvine, and may
expect to posse
an ever_increasing
measure of God's
so
6
favor
and iruth ..

----------------.,--3

, ~.,

p,

wand
5Steven s , op. cit.,

.....

-----

216.

p. 319.

41J?i_1._, p. 146
6case,

zp.

ci1., p, 1347.
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The knowledge

spoken of here is an inward knowledge

and this inward knowledge
II

of Christ

ac coun t s for the growth of the Church.

Here the theme of the homily is laid down, 11 says Moffatt.

He

goes on to say,
As the meaning of Christ is realized by Christians
they enter more 8.nd mer-e into wha t God's grace means,
i. e., His Pree favour and forgiving power; also, they
experience more and more of His peace, i. e., the bliss
and security realized by Christ in th~ lives of beliexers.
'I'he knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ is everything. 7
The divine riat ur-e of wlri.c h the author speaks is one
gained by those who have a true knowledge of God and Christ.
This d Lv Ln e nature will enable them to live a truly godly life.
It is a gift which they have not deserved but it has come as
a divine favor from heaven.
individual

Past sins no longer condemn the

who receives the divine nature.

He thus escapes

from the things of life which are corrupting and rises to a
higher plane of living where the lusts of the flesh no longer
hold swa;l over him.
valent

In the second century the idea was pre-

that anyone who received baptism and had partaken

of

the body and blood of Christ shared also in h1s divine nature.8
'1'0 share in fh e divine nature meant aLsc that you have

an obligation

to pass

it

011.

'Moffatt says of vv. 3 and 4,

These \iyords.
played a la~"'ge.
par,t in bl~it1ging.
John Wesley
through his sIHri tual crI SlS a.n 1730. Ab out fl ve 0' clock
on the morning of May 24th, he opened his Bible at the
words, 'There are given to us exceeding great and precious
7
8

Moffatt,
Case,

OPe

The General Epi~tl~,
cit., p. 1347.

OPe cit., p. 177.
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promises,
even that ye
nature';
that day relief
he notes in his diary:
to have opened the New
and precious
promise.
the gospel
is in truth
beginning
of it to the
When God has

done Ris part

our part&

He has

fail,

then

our God given

use.

The possession

upon the
Just

to

really
there

given

Christian
escape

only
are

'moral

energy'

II.

nature

was not

of the

abundant

s which are

gr-ound of all

'moral
10

is

up to us to do
but

l(nowledge

lays

is

we
of

an obligation
true

virtue.

sufficient.
life.

'I'ha t is

In vv.

5-7

demanded on our part.

Christian

excellence'

if

from lack

grow in every

of sin

some virtue

may mean generally

divine

he shall

beginning

F'a.Lt.h seems to be the

it

powers be c ome atrophied

of the
that

listed

then

us power to do our part,

from a life

the

should be partakers
of the divine
came to him, and (on June 4th)
'All t he se days I scarce remember
'I'e s t.ament , but upon some great
And I saw, more than ever,
that
but o~e great promise,
from the
end."

virtues.

IIVirtue

or more particularly

again

apckeri

of in v , 5.

In Gnostic
thought knowledge was an esoteric
tradition,
the possession
of which itself
brought
salvation.
In
v. 3 it is oersonal
relation
to God or Christ.
Here it
seems to be· tha t practical
wi sd om which Ls displayed
in
an understanding
of God's demands.
For the acq_'llisition
of such knowledge moral energy is ab un dan tly nece s sary. 11
Another
'rile
to

Chris tian
keep

all
9

virtue

mentioned

b e cau se of his

unwholesome

Moffatt,

desires

rrhe General

is

Imowleclge should
under

or self-control.
have

c ont.r-ol ,

EpistlG~s..,

10Wr
0
t
P . lh)4
v,a. nd , __p...;..
__ c-'l_.,
'-.
llIbid.

temperance

OPe

cit.,

the

power

Patience

p.

178,

or

179.
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literally

endurance

in the confident
This was
time.

expectation

something

Godliness

"is the virtue that keeps a man steadfast
of the dawning of a better day. ,,1:2

the Christian needed particularly

at this

may mean having a r:i.ghtattitude towards God.

This keeps the continent and steadfast man from the
danger of becoming hard and proud. He ~l~st eschew selfconfidence and have confidence Ln God.Brotherly

kindness was very nec es sar-y in the early

days of Christianity.

Christianity was trying to get a foot-

hold in a pagan environment

and this was difficult especially

when Chris tiani ty stood in the way of wrong pnac t Lce s,
pagan world took note of the brotherly kindness
among Christians.

This brotherly

kindness

The

that existed

came as a result

of a common relation to God.14
These virtues which have been given are of such value
th8t if they are cultivated
knowledge

of Christ.

A greater knowledge of Christ seems to

be the goal of Christian
fy the Christian

the individual will come to a true

endeavor.

Such knowledge will forti-

against invasion of error. 15

Every man should desire a greater knowledge
If
the

he does not then he is nearsighted.

He has forgotten

old sins for which he has been forgiven.

calling

an d election

14Ibid•
15

Lenski,

OPe

To make your

sure "you must secure your place in this
ci];., p , 154.

12wand,'£po

of Christ.

cit., p. 276.

13Ib ide ,
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generat:ton (to which ;you were admitted at Baptism) by living
to God's children.n16

the life appropriate
your race successfully

If you run

your entrance into God's kingdom will

ge something greater than

~TOU

can ever imagine.

!!

Jesus began

His teaching by speaking of the Kingdom as future, but after
His

own recognition

Philippi

as the MessLah by st. Peter at Caesarea

He seems to ha ve spoken of it as in some sense

already present."l?
The author is quite concerned about his readers.
wants to remind them constantly of the truths
vv. 3-11 even though they know them.

8.S

He

found in

They are s!sronger be-

cause they know these things and so he wants them to become
established.

If they become stable Christians

will be given greater knowledge.

they no doubt

The author feels it his

duty to pass on a true tradition especially

in view of tb~

fact that he feels his days here are very short.

He has said

that "kn ow l.ng that the putting off of my t.ab er-nac Le cometh
even as our Lord Jesus Christ signified unto metr

swiftly,
1: 14.

1111' the author

probably

is not st. Peter, the reference

to the well-known

in John 21: 18, 19. n18

in

is

prophecy of poter!s crucifixion

The author hope s that after his death

his r-e ade r-s wi11 be able to remember the things they already
know and that he has written
diligence

to them.

When he speaks of giving

some think that he was intending to write more letters

16jJ•.1) an d , _o....p_:._C_l_J.,
.t
18

Ibid., p. 157.

P•

155 •

17

Ibid., p, 156.
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but

his

sudden

death

Pagan religions
of II
did

Peter

not

is

rest

b.istorical
mentions

trying

of Christ.

The errorists

near

of

the

but

a guarantee

had been

a fab Le but
an d the

to

show that

teachers

prophets

It

something

that

Christianity

depended

the

author

upon

a par-t ,

t.ha t

He

to His Son.

of the

saying

author

Second Coming
the

Second

t ha t he wi tne s sed

says

E,econd Coming would also

be a fact

future.

False

divine.

readers

the

and God!s attestation

was also

transfiguration
the

his

fabrications

transfiguration

Coming was only

in

to tell

upon myths but

of which he h lrnse Lf had been

facts

The transfiguration

the

were based

upon mythical

the

. 10
that.
v

ended all

of the

prophecy
is

not

were trying

Old Testamen t ,
is

not

something

wrd ch the

to discredit

the teachings

'I'he author

something

human but

is

trying

something

which man can manuf'a ct ur e but

Holy E~pirit

brings.

Moffatt

says,

Prophecy never come by human impulse,
by any conscious
cleverness
on the part of an individu.al,
but it was when
car::ied ..away b?, the Hol~ ~P~~~t that the holy men of God
apol:..e , a , e , , t he pr-ophe t e ,
'I'he author
md.aapp Lyf.ng

pretation

the

of II

feels

O. T~ prophecies

to be valid

valen t idea

Peter

cannot

of inspiration

is

ignore

that

the possibility

a grave
the

of

danger.

Any inter-

Holy Spirit.

The pre-

in tha t day had be en voi ced by Philo

who,

19

Lenski,

20Moffatt,

OPe

cit.,

p.

The General

288.
Epistles,

OPe

cit.,

p.

189.
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••••• explains that the state of inspiration is an ecstasy,
in which the human faculty of reason is replaced by the
divine spirit; the true prophet is rapt into a frenzy in
which the Spirit
his unconsciousness to predict and
reveal the future.

u~rs

21
Moffatt,

The General Epistles,

OPe

cit., p. 190.

CHAPT;~:H VII

F1ALSE rrEACHEHS
The passage which begins with chapter 2 and goe s on
to 3: 3 is closely parallel
parallelisms

There are so many

in these two passages that we must conclude that

one was derived from the
found

to J·ude 4-18.

other.

A discussion

of this is

in chapter IV.
The whole of chapter two is a vigorous attack upon

false

teachers who

writer

had ar-Lse n in the Christian Church.

The

sees in the false prophets of ancient times the proto-

type of the present false teachers.

"These present"false

teachers may have included Judaizing teachers on the one hand
and Gnosticizing

teachers on the other."l

The heresies whlch

these false teachers subtly spread affected both faith and
morals.

One writer says about these false teachers,

The writer
of II Peter is writing against false teacher's
who are vicious, gre edy and insubordinate charac tel's.
Men who scoff at the idea of the Second Coming are giving
a sign of the latter days. The special burden of II
Peter is to renew the belief in the Second Coming for
there were many scoffers who did not believe in it~2
One of the main things the author was disturbed about
was the fact that this heresy

seemed to lead to an immoral life.

IE. H. Plumptre, General Epistles of st. Peter and St ..
Jude, The Cambridge Bible, (Cambridge: cambrICige university Press,

19'm)), p. 17'7.
2Moffatt, An Introduction
Testament, OPe cit., p. 362.
48
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Battenhouse

says, "The main attack is on the heresy that

leads, through di sbe Li.e f , to an Lmmor a L life. ,,3
Both the authors of Jude and II Peter were deeply
troub led by the trend towards immorality an Q they attack it
fiercely.

They do so not only by condemning all licentious-

ness but also by reaffirming
judgment.
brought

As Christianity

the

church's belief in the final

had spread to Gentile lands, it had

into its circle of menibership individuals whose ethical

ideals were rather different from those held b"8"its earlier
converts.

The moral life of the Greek and Homan was quite low

as compared

to the

Jewish.

When Paul writes to the Corinthians,

he speaks of their low standards
cators,

idolators,

I Corinthians

adulterers,

such as would be held by forni-

thieves etc., and then says in

6: 11, !land such were some of you. II

their conversion,

Even after

they were slow to conform to the ethical

of the new religion.4

standards

'I'he se false teachers

of the churches.

were not outsiders,

but members

They seemed to be scattered among several

churches.
They affirmed t.hat , as persons who possessed the Spirit
and who had superior knowle~ge of th~ way of sal~ation, they
were free from the legalistlc restralnts that had characterized Judaism.
For them salvation was an aff~ir of
mental comprehension and not a matter of morality.
If these false teachers had had any knowledge of Christ
3

Henry Martin Battenhouse, New Testament History and
Literature (New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1937, p. 371
4

Case,

OPe

cit., p. 1345.

J
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their present
The author
first.

state contradicted

anything they ever knew.

speaks of their last days as being wor-s e than the

Really their situation would have been improved if

they had

never known the truth than to have known it and

then

ret1llirned.One writer lists some of the vices which characterized these falsifiers

of the truth.

The vices that most characterized these false teachers
were the ir impurity, their seIf-as sertion, the 11'ra t ling,
their wanton and luxur:i.ousliving, their coveteousness,
reproducing in all these points, the Char-ac t er- of Balaam.6
Moffatt

says of the writer's

purpose,

'I'he writer gives us 8. strongly worded epistle against
unworthy antinomian teachers, who were propagating a view
of Christianity which, under a cloak of liberalism, seemed
to him to ~roduc8 moral indifferentism in the lives of its
adherents.

Writing

about the false teachers, Barnett has this to

The epistle is in effect a manifesto of orthodoxy directed against heretical teachers who had abandoned the message of the founders of Christianity.
'I'ne specific indictments drawn against the false teachers are t re ir ridicule
of the expectation of the Parousia and their misinterpretation of the ~auline doctrine of freedom to sanction
antinomianism.
The ob ject that ~Tude and the author of II Peter had in
mind are somewhat different.

Jude writes against the false

teaching while the author of II Peter tries to encourage
faith of the Christians
teachers

are denying

in the face of tr~ fact that false

the Second Coming because of its delay.

--------_._---_.
6
7

Plml1ptre,
Moffatt,

8

Barnett,

the

Ope

cit., p. 82.

'I'he General, ~...pJ.stle
S2
OPe

0E. cit., p. 272.

cit., p , 173.
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These

mockers

wri ter

tries

say,

the

to

the

churches

the

original

It

Harnack

is

view that

originated

tans.

an attempt

'rhe

teachers

By 'Using the

he hopes

to help

This

as to who these
to definitely

name

in holding

to adapt

of that

tellectual

mind.

sect

high.

the

was well

rl'heir

teachers

identify

them.

teachings

ethical

It

cur r-en t

to

in-

t.he

of the Nicolaitans

standards

was

to the

more acceptable

standards

sect

known in Asia Mino't".
Greek thought.

Christian

day and make it
The moral

false

they may have been a Gnostic

in a compromise with

philosophy

following

arise

the

holds

very

will

difficult

It

not

of Ste Peter.

rather

Nicolai

also

of t re se false

teaching

12 disciples,

c om.tng ?"

steady.

called
had

the pr omf.ae of his

the

prestige

The question
were.

is

to controvert

by appealing

of one of

uWhere

are described

were
in the

manner,
A. rPhey speak

ev LL of the way of truth.

B. I\1ake merchandise
C. Are fleshly
D. Practice
E;.

'Defile

F. Deceive
fountains.

of their

and lustful.

a vulgar
tn

followerse

e

hedonism.

love-feast

the

s by the ir pre

hope of t re 11" followers,

G. They are Ch:r>istians in name, steal
wi thout disclosing
the ir impious views.

H. They are boastful
Bigg also
9

Strachan,

thinks

Ope

they

cit.,

senc

e

like
into

,

waterless
the

Church

and irreverent.9
may have been Nicolaitans,

p.

118.

fOl"
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he says,
Nicolaitans existed in the seven churches at the date
of the Apocalypse, and our epistle may havelBeen called
forth by the first outbreak of that heresy.
There were other forms of Gnosticism
Nicolaitans.

There were the Archantics,

and Severians.

There is the possibility

than the

Phibionites,

Kainites,

that the false teachers

may have been members

of any of these sects.

Volter,

think that they were Carpocratians

and Holtzmann

Schenkel, Mangold,
which

sect.Il

was just another antinomian

Davids on is of the opinion that they cannot be the
Carpocratians.

He says,

They were not the Carpocratians, as Grotius thought'12
because they did not spr-Lng up till the second ce n tury.

J

He refutes another idea by saying,
Neither were they ehristians who had arisen from the
sect of the Sadducees, as Bertholdt believed, for there
is no point of7contact b ecwe en Sadduceeism and
Christiani ty. o
As was stated, it is difficult
teachers
gest.

in the churches.

to identify the false

Goodspeed has another group to sug-

He says that,
vVhile Jude and II Peter are vague in their picture of
the particular hezre sLe s they attack, they seem to reflect
the Marcosians, the followers of Marcus of Asia whose movement is described in Irenaeus Refutation 1: 13-17 and in
Hippolytus Refutation 6: 34-60. The pict~re of the immorality, greed, speculations, allegories, and magical
practices of the Marcosians makes it probable that that
was the sect immediately before the minds of Jude and the
10ryl.·ag
it
Do·,
,;;.O,.;;;p..:,._;c:;..;;::....:,.,
p.
12

Davidson,
cit. , p. 398.
l3Ibid•

-

24 5.

An Introduction

11~.,
b Ld

p. 2'79
~u •

to the New Testament, £E..
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writer

of II Peter.

Though
name,

14

the fal se teachers cannot be iden tified as to

they can be according

Peter is writing
doubting
passed

to purpo see

The

a.unhor-

of II

at a time when Christians are seriously

the Second Coming of Jesus.

since his ministry

about his again returning

on earth.

A

hundred years had

So much had been said

to the earth that many had expected

it to be at least during the second if not the first century.
The author of II Peter realizes that some people were losing
fai th in the Second Coming and so he takes the Epistle of Jude
and throws it at these deniers.
prophets
Moffatt

He says that there were false

of old and there will be false prophets

in the future.

says that,

'I'he mention of the Old Testament prophets, reminds the
writer that there were false prophets as well, and this
leads him to dericun ce in round terms the false teachers
of his own day as vicious, greedy and Ln subor-dLnabe characters who will share the doom of their prototypes, viz.
the fallen angels, the cOrltgmporaries of Noah, and the
men of Sodom and Gomorrha.

Wand gives his idea of the purpose in the following
words,
'I'he purpo se of the writer is to stir up his readers to
the highest standard of Christian living and to the avoidance of subversive teaching.
He protests against the corruption of Christian standards by false teachers.16

Old Testament
Our writer

studl

history had both true and false prophets.

is saying that many will be seduced from the way of

l4Edgar> J. Goodspeed, New Chapters in New Testament
(New York: rEhe Macmillan co., 1937), p. 354.

15I1Ioffatt,l\n Introd'),fctionto the Literature
New 'Pe st amen t , Ope cIt.,
p , 359:
16wand,

0E. cit., p. 135.
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truth

by the

will

false

prophets

have no scruples

LngLor-Lous ends.
the
at

ungodly.
the

phe ts

as to using

God is

He did

time

of Noah nor

author

as already
which

speaks

present

Strachan

sinnlng

group

of the

and active

false

prophets

is

that

the

mask " when he speaks

in

the

present

knew was actually

at

pro-

in to the
than

rightis

one time

he speaks
12&

!!throws

tense

the world

to explain

place,

author

nor

rather

difficult

gives

come to

had gotten

a bit

as in 2: 11,

their

These false

that

At another

prophets

to further

angels,

unrighteousness

which is

false

Judgment will

Sodorn and Gomorrha.

come 2: 1; 3: 3e

to

the

an inunoral

problem

1-1.

the

about

spare

The

Christianity

asleep.

They seemed to love

e cuane e s ,
that

not

not

were ev lde n tly

Church.

of t.be future.

as

of them

The explanation
off

his

prophetic

and describes

what he

happening.

According

to

Strachan,

II Peter gives us in general
a picture
of the pr-ev a Lerice
of Antinomian heresy,
which has as its r-es uLt s the corruption of morals,
and a certain
materialistic
tendency whicb.
led to disbelief
in the pe:Pfon of Christ,
and a denial
of
the ethical
nature
of God.
The Early
tioD

of

the

false

the

Gnostic

prophets

themselves
was not
teachers

Church

may have

too
felt

n oun ced ,

far

"Nothing

17

errors.

1ived

Strachan,

a blameless

from its

any moral
else,

11

vehement

in its

11'he outcome of the

was an ilTImOral life

removed
that

became quite

Ope cit.,

Hamsay,

p.

116.

the

The Early

old ways and the

compromises

says

teaching

even though
life.

denunciaof

prophets
Church

ChrLs t Lan

must be vigorously

de-
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cou.Ld have saved the infant Church from melting away in to
one of those vague and ineffective sChools of philosophic
ethics •••••• An easy going Christianity could never have
survived; it could not have conqueree and trained the
world; only the most convinced, resolute, almost bigoted
adherence to the most uncompromising interpretations of
its own principles coi.Ldhave gained the Christ5_ans the
courage and self-reliance that were needed.18

18

Stl'achan,

OPe

eit.,

p.

119, 120

--

r
1

CIlrf\PTEH VIII

THE PAROUSIA

An im.11linent Parousia
C.hristian

s in

the

early

days.

Chri s t Lans expected

J'uda1c

Hellenists

thought

the

Gentiles

of

J-es'Us is

that

pass,

Second

the

the

all

the

these

angels)

validity

According

is

gospel

faith

probable

must first

The delay
letter.

things
be done.

t hat

of all
the
the

be preached

of the

,Jesus had pr onrlaed
that

(the

Second Coming of the

II

As

this

time

the

to

Second Coming

you,

forthcoming,

of the

of the

t any moment, while

I say unto

Coming was not

doubt

ita

t}:.e theme of the

till

of Man with

It

24: 14).

(Matt.

Mark 13: 30, "Verily
not

was part

generation

passed

Christians

in
shall
Son

and the
began

to

teaching.

to Barnett,

'1'he 0.1 sbe lief
in the Parous ia was due to the pas sage
of time and the impact of Gnostic teaching
which created
skepticism
ab out the h.l s t.or-Lca I foundations
of
Chri s t.Lanl ty. 1
The r e t ur-n of Christ
of

the

primi ti ve church

cause

of the

delay.

Scott

Gnostic
says

but

had been

now :i.t was on the

teaching

and partly

part

of the

fctith

wane part.Ly be-

because

of the

long

that,

The Epistle
seems to be written
of reviving
the old confidence
in
1
Barnett,

a vital

OPe

cit.,

p.

274.
56

with the special
aim
the visible
and in1131ed1..;.

57
r)

ate r-et urn of Christ. t:.,
'I'he Gnostic

teaching had set forth the idea that there

would be no Second Coming.
continue

as it was.

The present order of soceity would

Prof. Burkitt thi.nks that this denial was

the prime factor in the rise of' the Gnostic
of Gnosticism,

systems.

Speaking

he says,

What is cornmonly known as Gnosticism was a gallant
effort to reformulate Christianity in terms of the current astronomy and philosophy of the day, with the Last
Judgment and the Messianic Faggdom on earth left out.
(Church and Gnosis - p. 146).
With the wane of the Second Coming, there came a lowering of moral

standards.

McClure

says of this,

There is no doubt that at the time this document was
written, the eager expectation of the Second Coming was on
the wane, and primitive people with primitive instincts to
restrain, tended to relax and become decadent.4
Many people

began

to think that if Jesus was not coming

at once, he was not coming at all.
straining

His coming had been a re-

force but now that he had not come, they began to re-

lax along moral lines.
no Parousla,

They

argued that if there was to be

there would be no Judgment and if no .Iudgmen t ,

they could do as they pleased.

The author of II Peter comes

along and says that the day of God will come and there will be
a Judgment.
Battenhouse

says that the author makes his,

. Main atta~k on the .l:er~sy that leads, through disbeto an Lmnior'a L In e.

l:Lef,

2scott,

-------------------------------------

rrl19 Literature

of the New Test8.ment,op.cit.,

p. 228.
'2

0Wand,

York:

Ope

cit., p. 142.

4naven McClure, The Contents of the New Testament
rl'heMacmillan Co., 1';;)21),
p. 1S •
'n

'<:'- 1

(New
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The author in speaking of the Second Coming said that
it had been announced by the prophets,

that it had been preached

by J-esus, and had been reaffirmed by the apostles.
was so well predicted,
it.

'I'h er-e were

t no se

Sj.nce it

it would be foolish for anyone to deny
going about saying,

Where is the promise of his coming? For since the
fathers fell asleep all things continue as they were from
the beginning of the creation.6
To

this question which was evidently being asked by

many who felt that a hundred years was long enough to wait,
the writer
does not

says that they must recogniz.e the fact that God

COUD

t t.Lme as men do.

be as one day.

With him a thousand years might

If' they ape imagining

that the end of

world is far off, they are only being deceived.
and longsuffeping
patience

the

God is patient

and this elapse of time only reveals that

of God~7
Barnett gives us a concise statement on the purpose

for the reviving

of the teaching

concerning the Parousia.

He

says,
The concern of II Pe t er- for a revival of the confidence
of earlier generatlons in the Second Coming was essentially
a concern for the reaffirmation of the validity of the
tradItional as against the heretigal understandlng of the
content of the Christian message.
Adventism
6
8

was a part of the faith of the Early Church.

II Peter 3: 4e
Barnett,

OPe

7 Case,

cLt ; , p. 272.

Ope

cit., p , 1349.
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Heresy

was creeping

and growth.
Second

One

Coming..

into
place

the

Church and af'f'e c t.Lng its

at t ack had been

for

Again Barnett

tre

progress

hope of the

says,

A realistic
expectation
of the return
of Jesus had been
a vital
phase of the earliest
faith.
For the author of
II Peter,
it typified
that faith.
Accordingly
a revival
of the faith
of earlier
days would involve
the resuscitation
of adventist
expectancy.
Primary concern,
however, is for
orthodox Christ:Lan teaching,
of which adventism was a
tracU tional
symbol. 9

According

to McNeile,

not

warning

the

end as a reason

moral

against

standards

heretics,
for

were lowered
rEhe author

is

the

faith

in

it

9

will

real

help

Barnett,

10.lVIC1\el
~ "1 e,

~

but

living

was weakened.
a s ymboL of

lithe writer's
insistence

because
that

Clu~istian

faith
the

faith

them to live

_o....
p_._c __it .,

on the

(v33 •

0

the

adventist

,,10

The

Parousia
expectancy

and to regain

a good Christian

p. 273.
p.

in

was

coming of

a good Chr-Ls t Lan life.

feels

cit.,

main object

the ir
life.

CONCLUSION
To say that this has been a controversial
is putting

it mildly.

epistle

So few facts are known about it that,

unto this day, scholars

are not in perfect agreement.

equal consecration

scholarship

and

cannot see eye to eye on

its aut11entici ty, date, to whom wr:i.
t t en , etc.
endeavored

Men of

We have

to bring out the fact of its late acceptance but

also the fact that in spite of that, some scholars hold it
authentic.
dogmatic

I have not found a scholar who has spoken in a
manner

the more recent

ab o ut any of the issues

scholars

acter of the epistle
Regardless
definite

purpose

Lnvo Lved ,

However,

seem to favol""'
the pseudonymous

char-

an d the later date of its authorship.

of who the author may have been, he had the
in mind of encouraging

C11rist1.ansnot to

lose faith because

of the passage of time and the failure of

Christ to appear.

Though false teachers appeared among them,

they were to remember
These false

that God is not slack in his judgment.

teachers were merely an indication

of the near

r-e t.urn of Christ.

The epistle had enough value to be accepted by the
Church and canonized.

It has come down to us with less value

than most of the New Testament
it remains

writings,

as a timely warning.
60

but none the less,
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